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Fundamentals of Hindu Faith and Culture - Chetpat Pattabhirama
Ramaswami Aiyar 1959
Swami Vivekananda and Non-Hindu Traditions - Stephen E. Gregg
2019-03-15
The Hindu thinker Swami Vivekananda (1863-1902) was and remains an
important figure both within India, and in the West, where he was
notable for preaching Vedanta. Scholarship surrounding Vivekananda is
dominated by hagiography and his (mis)appropriation by the political
Hindu Right. This work demonstrates that Vivekananda was no simplistic
pluralist, as portrayed in hagiographical texts, nor narrow exclusivist, as
portrayed by some modern Hindu nationalists, but a thoughtful, complex
inclusivist. The book shows that Vivekananda formulated a hierarchical
and inclusivistic framework of Hinduism, based upon his interpretations
of a four-fold system of Yoga. It goes on to argue that Vivekananda
understood his formulation of Vedanta to be universal, and applied it
freely to non-Hindu traditions, and in so doing, demonstrates that
Vivekananda was consistently critical of ‘low level’ spirituality, not only
in non-Hindu traditions, but also within Hinduism. Demonstrating that
Vivekananda is best understood within the context of ‘Advaitic primacy’,
rather than ‘Hindu chauvinism’, this book will be of interest to scholars
of Hinduism and South Asian religion and of South Asian diaspora
communities and religious studies more generally.
Philosophical Foundations of Hinduism - Dr. R. S. Misra 2002
Hinduism Made Easy - Shalu Sharma 2015-04-20
If you ever wanted to learn about the concepts and fundamentals of
Hinduism then this is the book for you. Even though the Hindu religion is
the oldest religion in the world, there are many misconceptions that
laypeople have about it. Some people don't understand the mystical
chants and mantra traditions where they keep repeating "Aum" over and
over again. But you have to understand the religion to truly appreciate
where these acts and traditions come from. There is a 4000 year history
to Hinduism that many people outside of India don't even know about. On
top of that, Hinduism has evolved a lot over the years with both oral and
ancient stories involving the laws of Hinduism. These stories were often
told by sages who passed down their knowledge of the religion to their
disciples. Eventually there was a compilation of ancient Sanskrit texts
where Hindus could study the ethical and moral code that they needed to
live by. However, Hindus for thousands of years have been changing
traditions and teaching new philosophies about the religion that help
motivate modern day people to become followers. Furthermore, they
encourage them to take up Hindu derived practices, like yoga and
meditation, in order to help them feel better in their lives. You don't have
to be looking to convert to Hinduism to appreciate this book. It is not a
book that is going to try to change you or convince you that Hinduism is
the one true religion to believe in. This book simply goes over all the
important aspects and traditions of the religion, as they are broken down
into chapters. That way you can understand the Hindu concepts of God,
prayer, meditation, animal sacrifices and reincarnation. These are the
key points that people often misinterpret because they see movies or
television shows that misrepresent the real Hindu religion. If you are a
westerner then this probably means you. The only way you are really
going to learn the truth about Hinduism is to either go to India and visit
a Hindu school or read through this entire book with an objective mind.
If you are thinking about becoming a Hindu then it has to be your choice
alone. You first need to study the Vedic scriptures and seek religious
guidance from an elder Hindu. This book will simply awaken you to the
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religious customs of Hinduism and get you familiar with what you are in
for. The great part about Hinduism is that you don't need to have a
religious affiliation with it in order to learn from its teachings and
participate in its traditions. Hinduism is all about establishing a spiritual
connection with your soul and the universe. For some Hindus, they don't
even reach this point for an entire lifetime. That is why they continuously
reach the for the Sanskrit texts and practice their meditations. The
chapters in this book: Chapter 1 Introduction to Hinduism Chapter 2
Hindu Philosophy Chapter 3 Concept of Maya in Hinduism Chapter 4
What is Karma? Chapter 5 Soul (Aatma) in Hinduism Chapter 6
Reincarnation in Hinduism Chapter 7 Brahman - The Supreme Being
Chapter 8 Why Hindus Worship Idols? Chapter 9 Mantras in the Hindu
Religion Chapter 10 Practice of Yoga in Hinduism Chapter 11
Vegetarianism in the Hindu Religion Chapter 12 The Caste System in the
Hindu Religion Chapter 13 Popular Hindu Gods and Goddesses Chapter
14 Symbolism of Arms in Hindu Gods and Goddesses Chapter 15 Hindu
Swastika Chapter 16 The Aum Chapter 17 Holy books of the Hindus
Chapter 18 The Mahabharata Chapter 19 Bhagavad Gita Chapter 20 The
Ramayana Chapter 21 River Ganges in the Hindu religion Chapter 22
The cow in Hindu religion Chapter 23 Major Hindu Festivals Chapter 24
Important Hindu Holy places to visit in India Chapter 25 Tips for visiting
a Hindu temple Chapter 26 Conclusion
All about Hinduism - Swami Sivananda 1977
How to Become a Hindu - Subramuniya (Master.) 2000
"A history-making manual,interreligious study and names list, with
stories by Westerners who entered Hinduism and Hindus who deepened
their faith"--Cove
Hindu Dharma - Bansi Pandit 1996
This unique title discusses the Hindu way of life, relevance of Hindu
religious doctrines to the modern world, Hindu mannerism and etiquette
towards elders, the Hindu spiritual vision of legal, political and economic
systems, Hindu concept of a harmonious family, the Hindu vision of a
harmonious world, and the responsibilities of parents, teachers and
elders in Hindu culture. The book shows how today's youth and young
adults can use ancient religious and spiritual teachings to promote peace
and harmony in today's world of conflict and chaos.
Introduction to the Study of the Hindu Doctrines - René Guénon 2001
René Guénon's Introduction to the Study of Hindu Doctrines can serve as
an introduction to all his later works-especially those which, like Man
and His Becoming according to the Vedanta, The Symbolism of the
Cross, The Multiple States of the Being, and Studies in Hinduism,
expound the more profound aspects of metaphysical doctrines in greater
detail. In Part I Guenon clears away certain ingrained prejudices
inherited from the 'Renaissance', with its adulation of the Greco-Roman
culture and its compensating depreciation-both deliberate and
instinctive-of other civilizations. In Part II he establishes the fundamental
distinctions between various modes of thought and brings out the real
nature of metaphysical or universal knowledge-an understanding of
which is the first condition for the personal realization of that
'Knowledge' which partakes of the Absolute. Words like 'religion',
'philosophy', 'symbolism', 'mysticism', and 'superstition', are here given a
precise meaning. Part III presents a more detailed examination of the
Hindu doctrine and its applications at different levels, leading up to the
Vedanta, which constitutes its metaphysical essence. Lastly, Part IV
resumes the task of clearing away current misconceptions, but is this
time concerned not with the West itself, but with distortions of the Hindu
doctrines that have arisen as a result of attempts to read into them, or to
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graft onto them, modern Western conceptions. The concluding chapter
lays down the essential conditions for any genuine understanding
between East and West, which can only come through the work of those
who have attained, at least in some degree, to the realization of 'wisdom
uncreate'-that intellective, suprarational knowledge called in the East
jñana, and in the West gnosis.
PRINCIPLES OF HINDU ETHICS - Amritlal Buch Maganlal 2016-08-28
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important,
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in
the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Occult Science in India and Among the Ancients - Louis Jacolliot 1901
Non-Western Educational Traditions - Timothy G. Reagan 2004-09-22
This text provides a brief yet comprehensive overview of a number of
non-Western approaches to educational thought and practice. Its premise
is that understanding the ways that other people educate their children-as well as what counts for them as "education"--may help us think more
clearly about some of our own assumptions and values, and to become
more open to alternative viewpoints about important educational
matters. The value of this informative, mind-opening text for preservice
and in-service teacher education courses is enhanced by "Questions for
Discussion and Reflection" and "Recommended Further Readings"
included in each chapter. New in the Third Edition: *Chapter 2,
"Conceptualizing Culture:" 'I, We, and The Other,' is new to this edition.
It is a response to feedback about the problems inherent in our general
discourse about "culture," and in addition provides an example of a
culture that is near to us but nevertheless alien-the culture of the DeafWorld. *Chapter 9-which deals with Islam and traditional Muslim
education-has been substantially revised. *The subtitle of the Third
Edition has been changed to Indigenous Approaches to Educational
Thought and Practice, reflecting not so much a change in the emphases
found in the book, but rather, a recognition of the growing scholarly
interest in indigenous peoples, their languages, cultures, and histories.
*Various points throughout the text have been expanded and clarified,
and chapters have been updated as needed.
The Hindu Way - Samarpan 2019-01-24
The spiritual journey begins when one turns away from the external
acquisition to inner exploration. Men and women are equal in the world.
The Vedas mention how female sages studied and composed mantras
alongside the sages. God alone exists. The world is the play of His divine
power or maya, and is not perfect. Perfection lies only in the divine.
Encyclopedia of Diversity and Social Justice - Sherwood Thompson
2014-12-18
This encyclopedia contains over 300 entries alphabetically arranged for
straightforward use by scholars and general readers alike. Thompson,
assisted by a network of contributors and consultants, provides a
comprehensive and systematic collection of designated entries that
describe, in detail, important diversity and social justice themes.
Deep Religious Pluralism - David Ray Griffin 2005-01-01
A groundbreaking scholarly work, Deep Religious Pluralism is based on
the conviction that the philosophy articulated by Alfred North Whitehead
encourages not only religious diversity but deep religious pluralism.
Arising from a 2003 Center for Process Studies conference at Claremont
Graduate University, this book offers an alternative to the version of
religious pluralism that has dominated the recent discussion, especially
among Christian thinkers in the West, which has evoked a growing call
to reject pluralism as such. Renowned contributors of a diversity of faiths
include: Steve Odin, John Shunji Yakota, Sandra B. Lubarsky, Jeffery D.
Long, Mustafa Ruzgar, Christopher Ives, Michael Lodahl, Chung-ying
Cheng, Wang Shik Jang, and John B. Cobb Jr.
Religion in Ohio - Tarunjit Singh Butalia 2004
For Ohio's bicentennial in 2003, the Religious Experience Advisory
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Council of the Ohio Bicentennial Commission was established to
commemorate and celebrate the state's diversity of religions and faith
traditions. The end result of the council's efforts, Religion in Ohio tells
the story of Ohio's religious and spiritual heritage going back to the
state's ancient and historic native populations, and including the
westward migration of settlers to this region, the development of a wide
variety of faith traditions in the years preceding the mid-twentieth
century, and the arrival of many newer immigrants in the last fifty years,
each group bringing with it cherished traditions. Documenting the
religious pluralism in Ohio and the impact faith communities have had on
the state, this book includes chapters on the historical experiences and
beliefs of over forty Christian groups, as well as Native American, Jewish,
Islamic, Hindu, Buddhist, Sikh, Baha'i, Jain, and Zoroastrian faiths. Each
chapter was written by a member of that faith or denomination.
Operating under the auspices of the Interfaith Association of Central
Ohio, the editors of Religion in Ohio have created a unique collection o
Gowri - V. G. Kumar Das 2016-08-09
This is a story about a womans exceptional courage, a mothers
unconditional love, and a matriarchs uncompromising will to see her
family survive against insurmountable odds. She was widowed at a young
age with seven children to rear, and her biography narrates her life from
a hapless childhood in her native Kerala (India) through the span of
history of her domiciled country, Malaya, from World War II through
independence and beyond. The book is a poignant read of events that she
had to cope with in her life, bringing to the fore the special attributes
that she possessed and displayedin particular, her strong positivity, her
magnanimity of love, and her unflinching faith in the divine. Her kind and
forgiving nature stamped her out as an exceptional individual. Also
woven into her biography are the rich cultural traditions that she
instilled in her progeny; her travel experiences, especially in her later
life, which she enjoyed sharing with her grandchildren; and interesting
facets of Malay and Chinese cultures that touched her life, which she
loved to share with her relatives in India and abroad.
Hinduism : The Faith Eternal - Dr. Satish K. Kapoor 2016-07-06
The evolution of Hinduism has been a saga of continuous progression
from the unreal to the real, from the profane to the profound, in
successive stages of human development. Hinduism has withstood
challenges of all hues, both within and without. It has had its periods of
light and shade, occurring concurrently, through the course of history.
Sometimes shady aspects assumed vast proportions and enveloped the
lofty ideals of the Vedas, but prophetic souls appeared to redeem the
society of evil, from Adi Shankaracarya to Bhakti reformers of medieval
India, and from Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Swami Dayananda and Swami
Vivekananda to Mahatma Gandhi. Like any other human faith, Hinduism
has its philosophical and practical sides, called “the kernel and the husk”
respectively. The survival of Hinduism has been due to its ability to
separate the former from the latter, in an unending process, and to
withstand challenges of all types by adhering to the timeless principles of
truth (satya) and righteousness (dharma). Hinduism has been open,
flexible and adaptable. It has discarded outworn ideas and institutions,
absorbed the best elements of fellow cultures, and reinterpreted itself in
changing milieus. The present publication by Advaita Ashrama, a branch
of Ramakrishna Math, Belur Math, India is an attempt to explain the
quintessential of Hinduism within the orbit of time and beyond it,
involving an explication of the eternal values and principles which
sustain existence. It explores the dynamics of Hinduism in religiohistorical framework through the second millennium of the common era.
About the Cover:The image of Lord Shiva as Nataraja, the king of
dancers. As the Cosmic Dancer, his dance represents the five cosmic
activities of creation, preservation, destruction, concealment of Truth
behind apparitions, and divine grace. He dances on the prostate body of
the demon, Apasmara. Apasmara symbolises man's ignorance or
forgetfulness of Truth. Shiva is Time (kala), and he is also the Great Time
(maha kala), i.e. Eternity. This is the dance of the Cosmic Being,
eternally going on.
Retheorizing Religion in Nepal - G. Grieve 2006-10-16
Retheorizing Religion in Nepal is an engaging and thought-provoking
study of Religion in South Asia, with important insights for the study of
religion and culture more broadly conceived. Grieve uses ethnographic
material as well as poststructuralist and postcolonialist approaches to
critique and expand religious studies as a discipline.
The Hindu Connection - Victor A. R. Raj 1995
Explores philosophical and popular Hinduism and views of great Hindu
minds in order to help Christians understand the fundamentals of
Hinduism.
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The Great Indian Novel - Shashi Tharoor 2011-09-01
In this award-winning novel, Tharoor has masterfully recast the twothousand-year-old epic, The Mahabharata, with fictional but highly
recognizable events and characters from twentieth-century Indian
politics. Nothing is sacred in this deliciously irreverent, witty, and deeply
intelligent retelling of modern Indian history and the ancient Indian epic
The Mahabharata. Alternately outrageous and instructive, hilarious and
moving, it is a dazzling tapestry of prose and verse that satirically, but
also poignantly, chronicles the struggle for Indian freedom and
independence.
What is Hinduism? - David Frawley 2018-10-18
What Is Hinduism? provides one of the most provocative, engaging and
detailed examinations of this oldest religious and spiritual tradition in the
world. Followed by over a billion people, including a great majority in
India, Hinduism is the third largest religion in the world. The teachings
of Yoga and Vedanta are followed by millions in every continent.
Enriched with a profound pluralistic view, Hinduism emphasizes that the
Truth is One but has many paths. Yet, despite its universality, Hinduism
remains the most misunderstood of the world's major religions, partly
because of its antiquity and the vast extent of its teachings.
Acknowledging the importance of the religion and its growing influence
globally, David Frawley has addressed the prime teachings of Hinduism,
its role in India, its place in the information age and has compiled an
exhaustive set of questions and answers dwelling on all the significant
issues. This essential learning helps us understand our spiritual heritage
as a species and the place of India among the greatest civilizations of the
world- ancient and modern. Further, the book charts out how Hindus can
overcome the challenges confronting them today and communicate their
diverse tradition more effectively, making it an ideal book for the Hindu
youth.
Many Many Many Gods of Hinduism - Swami Achuthananda
2013-07-02
Religion is the opium of the people, said Karl Marx many centuries ago.
For more than a billion people living in India and abroad, Hinduism is the
religion and a way of life. In this multi-award winning book, Swami
Achuthananda cracks open the opium poppy pods, analyzes the causes
for euphoria, and comes away with a deeper understanding of the people
and their religion. *** Winner 2014 Next Generation Indie Book Awards
(Religious Non-fiction) *** This is a comprehensive book on Hinduism. It
tells you why Hindus do the things they do - and don't. Written in a
casual style, the book guides you through the fundamentals of the
religion. It then goes further and debunks a number of long-standing
myths, some of them coming from the academia (of all places). While
most books shy away from contentious issues, this book plunges
headlong by taking on controversies, like the Aryan Invasion Theory, idol
worship, RISA scholarship and many more. In fact one-third of the book
is just on controversies that you rarely find in any other literature. Other
Awards: *** Finalist - 2014 Pacific Book Awards (Religion) *** *** Bronze
- 2014 IPPY Award - (Religion) ***
Roots of Yoga - James Mallinson 2017-01-26
'An indispensable companion for all interested in yoga, both scholars and
practitioners' Professor Alexis G. J. S. Sanderson Despite yoga's huge
global popularity, relatively little of its roots is known among
practitioners. This compendium includes a wide range of texts from
different schools of yoga, languages and eras: among others, key
passages from the early Upanisads and the Mahabharata, and from the
Tantric, Buddhist and Jaina traditions, with many pieces in scholarly
translation for the first time. Covering yoga's varying definitions, its most
important practices, such as posture, breath control, sensory withdrawal
and meditation, as well as models of the esoteric and physical bodies,
Roots of Yoga is a unique and essential source of knowledge. Translated
and Edited with an Introduction by James Mallinson and Mark Singleton
The Essence of Hinduism - Mahatma Gandhi 1994-03-01
Historical Dictionary of Hinduism - Jeffery D. Long 2011-09-09
The Historical Dictionary of Hinduism relates the history of Hinduism
through a chronology, an introductory essay, photos, an extensive
bibliography, and over 1,000 cross referenced dictionary entries on
Hindu terminology, names of major historical figures and movements,
gods and goddesses, prominent temples, terms for items used in Hindu
practice, major texts, philosophical concepts, and more. This book is an
excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to
know more about Hinduism.
The Hatha Yoga Pradipika - Brian Dana Akers 2005-01-01
Hatha Yoga Pradipika the one book that has established itself as the
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classic work on Hatha Yoga drawa on sage Svatmarama's own
experience and older works. Here is a book written for the student of
Yoga translated in english by Brain Dana Akers for you.
Why I Am a Hindu - Shashi Tharoor 2018-05-22
Hinduism is one of the world's oldest and greatest religious traditions. In
captivating prose, Shashi Tharoor untangles its origins, its key
philosophical concepts and texts. He explores everyday Hindu beliefs and
practices, from worship to pilgrimage to caste, and touchingly reflects on
his personal beliefs and relationship with the religion. Not one to shy
from controversy, Tharoor is unsparing in his criticism of 'Hindutva', an
extremist, nationalist Hinduism endorsed by India's current government.
He argues urgently and persuasively that it is precisely because of
Hinduism's rich diversity that India has survived and thrived as a plural,
secular nation. If narrow fundamentalism wins out, Indian democracy
itself is in peril.
The Spiritual Heritage of India - Swami Prabhavananda 2019-04-09
This book, first published in 1962, is an analysis of the history of the
philosophy of a country that has never distinguished philosophy from
religion. Indian philosophy is not merely metaphysical speculation, but
has its foundation in immediate perception. This insistence upon
immediate perception rather than abstract reasoning is what
distinguishes the Indian philosophy of religion from philosophy as
Western nations know it.
The Routledge International Handbook of Race, Culture and Mental
Health - Roy Moodley 2020-10-28
This handbook presents a thorough examination of the intricate interplay
of race, ethnicity, and culture in mental health – historical origins,
subsequent transformations, and the discourses generated from past and
present mental health and wellness practices. The text demonstrates how
socio-cultural identities including race, gender, class, sexual orientation,
disability, religion, and age intersect with clinical work in a range of
settings. Case vignettes and recommendations for best practice help
ground each in a clinical focus, guiding practitioners and educators to
actively increase their understanding of non-Western and indigenous
healing techniques, as well as their awareness of contemporary mental
health theories as a product of Western culture with a particular
historical and cultural perspective. The international contributors also
discuss ways in which global mental health practices transcend racial,
cultural, ethnic, linguistic, and political boundaries. The Routledge
International Handbook of Race, Culture and Mental Health is an
essential resource for students, researchers, and professionals alike as it
addresses the complexity of mental health issues from a critical, global
perspective.
The Crucible of Religion - Wojciech Maria Zalewski 2012-02-13
Religion is commonly viewed through the lens of the world's religious
traditions, stressing the differences, and often the conflicts, among them.
The author of this book instead presents religion as a common and
universal human phenomenon, based deeply in a human nature shared
by all. In this view, the underlining and unifying principle of religion is a
particular affirmative attitude toward life, which he presents as the
Ultimate Value, and as such the key cultural constituent and defining
factor of all religion. This Ultimate Value finds its expressions in various
civilizations, and results in a variety of forms; these are what we know as
the world's religious traditions. By analyzing the roles of both culture
and civilization in their attitudes toward life, the author places religion
beyond religious traditions, and shows how the latter, regardless of
whether they are theistic or atheistic, draw their principles from the
former, mainly by promoting the Golden Rule in its applications.
Non-Western Educational Traditions - Timothy Reagan 2017-07-06
'Indigenous Knowledge Systems' -- Concluding Reflections -- Questions
for Reflection and Discussion -- Author Index -- Subject Index
Sanatana Dharma - Anonymous 2018-10-13
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
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Hinduism For Dummies - Amrutur V. Srinivasan 2011-06-15
Your hands-on guide to one of the world's major religions The dominant
religion of India, "Hinduism" refers to a widevariety of religious
traditions and philosophies that havedeveloped over thousands of years.
Today, the United States is hometo approximately one million Hindus. If
you've heard of this ancient religion and are looking for areference that
explains the intricacies of the customs, practices,and teachings of this
ancient spiritual system, Hinduism ForDummies is for you! Provides a
thorough introduction to this earliest and popularworld belief system
Information on the rites, rituals, deities, and teachingsassociated with
the practice of Hinduism Explores the history and teachings of the
Vedas, Brahmans, andUpanishads Offers insight into the modern daily
practice of Hinduismaround the world Continuing the Dummies tradition
of making the world's religionsengaging and accessible to everyone,
Hinduism For Dummies isyour hands-on, friendly guide to this
fascinating religion.
The Hindu Mind - Bansi Pandit 2001
Hinduism is the oldest surviving religion in the world. The religious and
philosophical literature of Hinduism is vast, diverse and covers
thousands of years of accumulated spiritual experiences of Hindu Saints
and Seers. This book presents the fundamentals of Hindu religious and
philosophical thought in a logical and straightforward manner. The
purpose being, to create a story book for further study of Hinduism.
PHILOSOPHY OF HINDU SADHANA - NALINI KANTA BRAHMA
2008-12-15
None else could have made a better presentation on the practice side of
Hindu religion, with its underlining concepts of Hindu faith, than Dr.
Nalini Kanta Brahma. His classic work, Philosophy of Hindu Sadhana, is
now being relaunched in the Eastern Economy Edition for the benefit of
students, researchers, and all those who have an abiding interest in
philosophy and religion. The author stresses those characteristics of
Hindu religion that bring out its kinship with the higher religious
thoughts of the world so that the reader can discern a common fabric of
organic unity of higher religions. The text brings to fore the correlation
between theory and practice of different Hindu philosophical systems.
Sadhana, the instrument to attain perfection as propounded in Hindu
Philosophy—being a means to a better end—has been discussed in the
text in its various forms as followed by different religious systems of the
Hindus. Part I of the book deals with the function and characteristics of
Hindu Sadhana in general. Part II elucidates the specific forms of Hindu
Sadhana that includes Karma, the path of prescribed actions, Jnana, the
path of higher intellect, and Bhakti, the path of devotional worship. The
book also deals with Yoga, the form of Sadhana as propounded by
Patanjali. Finally, it emphasizes the importance and value of discipline
and devotion that are inherent in the good practice of Hindu religion.
The Blackwell Companion to Religion and Violence - Andrew R. Murphy
2011-04-20
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The timely Blackwell Companion to Religion and Violence brings
together an international, interdisciplinary group of scholars who provide
a coherent state of the art overview of the complex relationships between
religion and violence. This companion tackles one of the most important
topics in the field of Religion in the twenty-first century, pulling together
a unique collection of cutting-edge work A focused collection of highquality scholarship provides readers with a state-of-the-art account of the
latest work in this field The contributors are broad-ranging,
international, and interdisciplinary, and include historians, political
scientists, religious studies scholars, sociologists, anthropologists,
theologians, scholars of women's and gender studies and communication
From the River of Heaven - David Frawley 2000-11
This text presents an overview of Indian spiritual tradition and its
relevance to the modern mind. It introduces Vedic knowledge as the root
of many mystical traditions and as a complete system of spiritual science,
including the practice of yoga as part of a field of spiritual culture.
Hindu Ethics - John McKenzie 1922
Hindu Psychology - Swami Akhilananda 1999
This six volume set from the International Library of Psychology explores
the interface between pschology and religion looking at a number of
areas. The relevance of Hindu belief systems and thier perception are
also looked at.
The Equanimous Mind (2nd Edition) - Manish Chopra, PhD
2021-08-01
The Equanimous Mind (2nd Edition) chronicles the author's first ten-day
Vipassana meditation camp experience at the end of 2010 and the lifechanging impact it has had on his personal and professional life since
that time. This new second edition comes at an important milestone in
Manish’s journey as ten years have passed since that first ten-day
retreat. A new epilogue in this 10th anniversary edition has been
expanded and enriched with updates on his progress since the journey
began a decade ago. The book describes a ten-day Vipassana meditation
course in the tradition of S. N. Goenka from the standpoint of someone
encountering meditation for the first time. It contains a detailed, journallike narrative of the rich and complex sequence of events that unrolls
during the retreat. The author’s capacity to recall and sequence vivid
details by the hundreds gives the book the feeling of an experience
rather than merely of a recounting. The Equanimous Mind has a
particular heartwarming quality because of the earnestness with which
the author seeks to grow into being the best possible person he can be.
Many people will benefit from this volume of clear sentences, deep
feelings, and important messages. ============= Out of gratitude
for the benefits the author has received from the practice of Vipassana
meditation, he will be donating the proceeds from this book to spreading
awareness about the technique, so that others can draw value from it as
well. =============
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